Exercise: The basics - variables and types
Aim: Introduce python variables and types.
Issues covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using the python interactive shell
In the python interactive shell you don’t need “print”
Creating variables
Simple arithmetic
Converting between types
Single-line comments
White-space makes code readable

1. Let's start using the Python interactive shell and create some variables.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Type "python" at the command-line to start the python interactive shell.
Create a variable called "course" and assign it the value "python".
Create a variable called "rating" and assign it an integer value (anything you like).
Print both variables.

2. Let's use Pythagoras theorem to calculate the length of the hypotenuse of a
right-angled triangle where the other sides have lengths 3 and 4.
a. Create variables called "b" and "c" and assign them the values of the sides with
known lengths.
b. Write a mathematical express to calculate the length of the hypotenuse
(REMEMBER: “a-squared equals b-squared plus c-squared").
c. Create a variable "a" that equals the result of the calculation.
d. Print the value of variable "a".

3. Let's take a look at some data types.
a. Print the data type of each of the variables: a, b, c
b. Can you work out why "a" is different from "b" and "c"?

4. Let's investigate converting between data types.
a. Use the "int()" built-in function to convert "a" into an integer type.
b. Print the data type of "a" to check it worked.
c. Now try running the following line of code: print a + " squared equals " +
b + " squared " + c + " squared."
d. You should get an error, do you know why?
e. Try using the built-in "str()" (convert to string) function to fix the error.

5. It is easy to write illegible code.
Let's start some good habits today. Adding comment lines at regular intervals helps to
break up your code and make it easier to understand. Python does not enforce use of
white-space around operators (such as "=") but it really helps the reader. Please compare
the readability of these two code blocks:
num=24
a=34.999
result=num*(13/a**2)+1.0
print "Result:",result

# Set up calculation inputs
num = 24
a = 34.999
# Calculate result using the Godzilla algorithm
result = num * (13 / a**2) + 1.0
print "Result:", result

Solution: The basics - variables and types
1.
$ python
>>> course = "python"
>>> rating = 3
>>> print course, rating
>>> # In the interactive shell you don't need "print"
>>> course, rating # is the same as: print course, rating

2.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

b = 3
c = 4
(b**2 + c**2)**0.5
a = (b**2 + c**2)**0.5
print a

3.
>>> print type(a)
<type 'float'>
>>> print type(b), type(c)
<type 'int'> <type 'int'>

4.
>>> a = int(a)
>>> print type(a)
>>> print a + " squared equals " + b + " squared " + c + " squared."
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<pyshell#9>", line 1, in <module>
print a + " squared equals " + b + " squared " + c + " squared."
TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for +: 'int' and 'str'
>>> print str(a) + " squared equals " + str(b) + " squared " + str(c) +
" squared."
5 squared equals 3 squared 4 squared.

Exercise: Control flow
Aim: Introduce Python syntax for loops and if statements.
Issues covered:
•
•
•
•
•

while statement (and escaping loops)
if statement
for statement
Indentation
Testing for truth

1. Let's create some "while" loops.
a. Create a never-ending "while" loop; use 4 spaces for indentation.
b. How do you escape this?
c. Create a "while" loop that never gets called.

2. Let's step through the items in a list using the "for" statement.
a. Create a variable called "my_list" assigned the list: [23, "hi", 2.4e-10]
b. Use the "for" statement to step through each value: for item in my_list:
c. Within the "for" loop: print each item within the loop, along with its position in the list
(using the "index()" method of the list).

3. Let's test the "truth" of different objects. In most programming languages
any object can be tested for truth value, using an "if" or "while" condition.
a. Create the variable "x" and assign the value 1 to it.
b. Using the following code to test if x is true: if x: print x, " is True"
c. Now try testing for truth with zero (integer) and zero (float): 0, 0.0
d. Try some values that are likely to be false: None, False
e. Now try an empty string, empty sequences and a dictionary: "" , [], {}, ()
NOTE: It is useful to remember that zero and empty objects are not considered true!

Solution: Control flow
1.
>>> while 1:
x = 1 # But it's of little significance
# Press Ctrl+C to escape the loop
>>> while 0:
pass

2.
>>> my_list = [23, "hi", 2.4e-10]
>>> for item in my_list:
print item, my_list.index(item)

3.
>>> x = 1
>>> if x: print x, " is True"
1 is True
>>> if 0: print "Is True"
>>> if 0.0: print "Is True"
>>> if None: print "Is True"
>>> if False: print "Is True"
>>> if "": print "Is True"
>>> if []: print "Is True"
>>> if {}: print "Is True"
>>> if (): print "Is True"
>>> if {}: print "Is True"

Exercise: Lists and Slicing
Aim: Introduce lists and their methods.
Issues covered:
•
•
•
•
•

Creating a list
Indexing and slicing lists
Using methods on lists
Using built-in dir() and help() functions to interrogate objects
Reading from standard input

1. Let's create a simple list and play with it.
a. Create a list "lst" containing integers: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
b. Use list indexing to select the second item in the list.
c. Use list indexing to select the second to last item in the list.
d. Use list slicing to select the whole list.
e. Use list slicing to select the second to the fourth item in the list.

2. Let's create a list from a range and play with it.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Create a list "one_to_ten" with values from 1 to 10 (use the "range()" function).
Replace the first item in the list with the value 10.
Append the number 11 to the list.
Add another list ([12, 13, 14]) to the list using the "extend" method.

3. Let’s combine lists and loops and explore some list methods.
a. Create two empty lists called "forward" and "backward". Begin a while loop that
exits when the length of "forward" is greater than 3.
b. Inside the loop: request an input string ( using: item = raw_input("Input a
string: ") ).
c. Append each string to the list called "forward".
d. Insert the same string to the front of the list called "backward".
e. If the user types an empty string break out of the loop using the statement: break
f. On exiting the loop print the values of "forward" and "backward".
g. Reverse the order of "forward".
h. Check that "forward" and "backward" are the same.

4. Let's find out what else you can do with a list.
a. Create a list named "countries" as follows: ["uk", "usa", "uk", "uae"]
b. Use "dir(countries)" to display the properties and methods of the list.
c. Print the documentation on the "count" method of the list using
"help(countries.count)".
d. Now use that method to count the number of times "uk" appears in the list
"countries".

Solution: Lists and Slicing
1.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

lst =
print
print
print
print

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
lst[1]
lst[-2]
lst[:]
lst[1:4]

2.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

one_to_ten = range(1, 11)
one_to_ten[0] = 10
one_to_ten.append(11)
one_to_ten.extend([12, 13, 14])
print one_to_ten

3.
>>> forward = []
>>> backward = []
>>> while len(forward) < 4:
item = raw_input("Input a string:")
if item == "":
break
forward.append(item)
backward.insert(0, item)
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

print "Forward is:", forward
print "Backward is:", backward
forward.reverse()
print forward == backward

4.
>>> countries = ["uk", "usa", "uk", "uae"]
>>> dir(countries) # Output not shown here
>>> help(countries.count) # Shows documentation about the "count" method
(shown below)
Help on built-in function count:
count(...)
L.count(value) -> integer -- return number of occurrences of value
>>> # You can use dir() and help() on any object in python
>>> countries.count("uk")

Exercise: Tuples
Aim: Introduce tuples and how to work with them.
Issues covered:
•
•
•
•

Working with tuples
Converting a list to a tuple
The enumerate built-in function
Swapping values with tuples

1. Let's create a couple of tuples.
a. Create a tuple named "t" containing one integer 1.
b. Use indexing to print the last value of the tuple.
c. Create a tuple containing all values from 100 to 200. There must be a short-cut to
doing this...there is a built-in function to convert to a tuple called: tuple()
d. Print the first and the last items in the tuple.

2. Let's use the "enumerate" built-in function. In an earlier exercise we
stepped through the items in a list using the "for" statement. We also
wanted to print the index (count) of each item in the list. The solution was:
>>> my_list = [23, "hi", 2.4e-10]
>>> for item in my_list:
print item, my_list.index(item)

a. Re-write the "for" loop above using the "enumerate()" built-in function.
b. For each value assign the tuple: (count, item)

3. Let's unpack multiple values from a list to a tuple in one line.
a. Assign the new variables "first", "middle" and "last" to the values of
"my_list" created above.
b. Print the values of "first", "middle" and "last".
c. Now re-assign the values of variables "first", "middle" and "last" to the values
of "middle", "last" and "first" - in one line!

Solution: Tuples
1.
>>> t = (1,)
>>> print t[-1]
>>> l = range(100, 201)
>>> tup = tuple(l)
>>> print tup[0], tup[-1]

2.
>>> my_list = [23, "hi", 2.4e-10]
>>> for (count, item) in enumerate(my_list):
print count, item

3.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

first, middle, last = my_list
print first, middle, last
first, middle, last = middle, last, first
print first, middle, last

Exercise: Input and Output
Aim: Introduce reading and writing from files.
Issues covered:
•
•
•
•

Creating a file handle to read or write
Reading data in blocks, lines or all
Writing data to files
Working with binary files

PREPARATION: In order to read a file we need a file to work with. Please run the
following code to create a text file.
fh = open("mydata.csv", "w")
lines = [
"Date,Time,Temp,Rainfall",
"2014-01-01,00:00,2.34,4.45",
"2014-01-01,12:00,6.70,8.34",
"2014-01-02,00:00,-1.34,10.25"
]
for line in lines:
fh.write(line + "\n")
fh.close()

1. Let's read the entire contents of the CSV file and display each line.
a. Create a file handle (in read mode ("r")) to open the file "mydata.csv".
b. Read the contents of the file into the variable called "data".
c. Loop through each line printing it to the display (NOTE: use the "split" method
with the newline ("\n") character to break it into lines).

2. Let's try reading the file line by line.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Create a file handle to open the file "mydata.csv".
Read the first line using the "readline()" method of the file handle.
Start a while loop that continues until "readline()" returns an empty string.
Whilst inside the while loop read each line using the "readline()" method.
Print each line that is read.
When the loop has exited print "It's over".

3. Let's do the same thing using a "for" loop and grab just the rainfall values.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Create a file handle to open the file "mydata.csv".
Create an empty list called "rain".
Create a "for" loop that reads each line as a variable "line".
Can you extract just the rainfall values from the final column and append them to the
list "rain"?
e. Print the contents of "rain".
f. Now try writing the contents of rain to a file called "myrain.txt". (Use the
"write()" method of a file handle).

4. Let's try writing and reading some binary data.
a. Firstly, we'll need to import the "struct" module which allows us to pack/unpack
data to/from binary: import struct
b. Pack the following list of values into four bytes using the "struct.pack" function:
bin_data = struct.pack("bbbb", 123,12,45,34)
c. Create a binary file handle in write mode ("wb") to a file called "mybinary.dat".
d. Write the binary data to the file.
e. Close the file.
f. Open the file with a new file handle (in binary read mode).
g. Read the contents of the file into a variable called "bin_data2".
h. Unpack the binary data using: data = struct.unpack("bbbb", bin_data2)
i. Print the "data" variable to check it contains the same four values you started with.

Solution: Input and Output
1.
>>> fh = open("mydata.csv", "r") # can omit the "r" when reading
>>> data = fh.read()
>>> for line in data.split("\n"):
print line

2.
>>> fh = open("mydata.csv")
>>> line = fh.readline()
>>> while line:
print line
line = fh.readline()
>>> print "It's over"

3.
>>> fh = open("mydata.csv")
>>> rain = []
>>> for line in fh.readlines():
r = line.strip().split(",")[-1]
rain.append(r)
>>> print rain
>>> fout = open("myrain.txt", "w")
>>> for r in rain:
fout.write("%s\n" % r)
>>> fout.close()

4.
>>> import struct
>>> bin_data = struct.pack("bbbb", 123,12,45,34)
>>> fhout = open("mybinary.dat", "wb")
>>> fhout.write(bin_data)
>>> fhout.close()
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

fh = open("mybinary.dat", "rb")
bin_data2 = fh.read()
data = struct.unpack("bbbb", bin_data2)
print data

Exercise: Strings
Aim: Introduce strings, their usage and methods
Issues covered:
•
•
•
•

Creating strings
Splitting and selecting from strings
String methods
Converting to/from strings

1. Let's loop through a string as a sequence (like a list, tuple).
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Create a string "s" with the value "I love to write python".
Loop through "s" displaying each value.
Print the 5th element of "s".
Print the last element of "s". (Remember, you can use a negative index).
Print the length of "s".
Try printing: s[0], s[0][0], s[0][0][0]. Can you explain what is going on?

2. Let's try splitting a string to loop through its words (rather than characters).
a. Create a string "s" with the value "I love to write python".
b. Split the string into a list of words called "split_s".
c. Loop through the list of words; If any of the words contain the letter "i" print "I
found 'i' in: '<WORD>'" (where <WORD> is the word).
d. Note: What is the difference between 'word.find("i")' and 'word.find("i")
> -1'? What does it return if “i” is not found?

3. Let's explore other useful aspects of strings.
a. Create a string called "something" with the value "Completely Different".
b. Print all the properties and methods of the string.
c. Use a string method to count the number of times the character "t" is present in the
string.
d. Use a string method to find the first position of the sub-string "plete" in the string.
e. Use a string method to split the string by the character "e".
f. Create a new string ("thing2") that replaces the word "Different" with "Silly".
g. Try to assign the letter "B" to the first character of the string "something" using:
something[0] = "B". (Why does this cause an error?)

Solution: Strings
1.
>>> s = "I love to write python"
>>> for i in s:
print i
>>> print s[4]
>>> print s[-1]
>>> print len(s)
>>> print s[0]
>>> print s[0][0]
>>> print s[0][0][0]

2.
>>> s = "I love to write python"
>>> split_s = s.split()
>>> print split_s
>>> for word in split_s:
if word.find("i") > -1:
print "I found 'i' in: '%s'" % word

3.
>>> something = "Completely Different"
>>> print dir(something)
>>> something.count("t")
>>> something.find("plete")
>>> something.split("e")
>>> thing2 = something.replace("Different", "Silly")
>>> print thing2
>>> something[0] = "B"

Exercise: Functions
Aim: To introduce writing and calling functions.
Issues covered:
•
•
•
•
•

Writing a simple function
Indenting code within a function
Sending arguments to functions
Calling functions
Checking arguments in functions

1. Let's create a simple function.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Use the "def" statement to define a function called "double_it".
The function should take one argument called "number".
It should return double the "number" argument.
Test the function by calling it with an integer and then a float.
What happens if you send it a string rather than a number?

2. Let's write a simple function to calculate the length of the hypotenuse of a
right-angled triangle given the length of the other sides (called "a" and
"b").
a. Use the "def" statement to define a function called "calc_hypo" that takes two
arguments: "a" and "b".
b. Inside the function, calculate the length of the hypotenuse and assign it to a variable
called "hypo".
c. Return the value of "hypo".
d. Test out the function by calling it with values (3, 4).

3. Let's improve the function above by adding some checks into the code.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Add a check on the arguments to make sure are of type "float" or "int".
Add a check on the arguments to make sure they are greater than zero.
If any argument fails the checks: print "Bad argument" and return False.
Call the function with different arguments to test that the checks are working.

Solution: Functions
1.
>>> def double_it(number):
return 2 * number
>>> double_it(2)
>>> double_it(3.5)
>>> double_it("hello")

2.
>>> def calc_hypo(a, b):
hypo = (a**2 + b**2) ** 0.5
return hypo
>>> print calc_hypo(3, 4)
5.0

3.
>>> def calc_hypo(a, b):
if type(a) not in (int, float) or type(b) not in (int, float):
print "Bad argument"
return False
if a <= 0 or b <= 0:
print "Bad argument"
return False
hypo = (a**2 + b**2) ** 0.5
return hypo
>>> calc_hypo(0, -2)
>>> calc_hypo("hi", "bye")

Exercise: Sets and Dictionaries
Aim: To start working with sets and dictionaries.
Issues covered:
•
•
•
•

Creating and using sets
Creating dictionaries
Working with dictionaries
Dictionary methods

1. Let's create two sets and work with them.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Create a set called "a" containing values: [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
Create a set called "b" containing values: [2, 4, 6, 8]
Print the union of the two sets.
Print the intersection of the two sets.

2. Let’s use a collect up counts using a dictionary.
a. Create a list "band" with the members: ["mel", "geri", "victoria",
"mel", "emma"]
b. Create an empty dictionary called "counts".
c. Loop through each member of "band".
d. Inside the loop: when a name is seen for the first time add an item to the dictionary
with the name as the key and 1 as the value.
e. Inside the loop: if a name has already been seen then add 1 to the dictionary item to
indicate that it has been spotted again.
f. Loop through the dictionary printing the key and value of each item.

3. Let's look at some other useful characteristics of dictionaries.
a. What happens if you test the truth value of the empty dictionary? if {}: print
'hi'
b. Create a dictionary "d" as follows: {"maggie": "uk", "ronnie": "usa"}
c. Take a look at the properties and methods of a dictionary with "dir(d)".
d. Try out the following methods: d.items(), d.keys(), d.values()
e. Can you work out how to use the "d.get()" method to send a default value if the
key does not exist?
f. What about "d.setdefault()"? It's a useful shortcut.

Solution: Sets and Dictionaries
1.
>>> a = set([0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> b = set([2, 4, 6, 8])
>>> print a.union(b)
set([0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8])
>>> print a.intersection(b)
set([2, 4])

2.
>>> band = ["mel", "geri", "victoria", "mel", "emma"]
>>> counts = {}
>>> for name in band:
if name not in counts:
counts[name] = 1
else:
counts[name] += 1
>>> for name in counts:
print name, counts[name]

3.
>>> if {}: print 'hi'

# is not True

>>> d = {"maggie": "uk", "ronnie": "usa"}
>>> dir(d)
['__class__', ..., 'viewvalues']
>>> print d.items()
[('maggie', 'uk'), ('ronnie', 'usa')]
>>> print d.keys()
['maggie', 'ronnie']
>>> print d.values()
['uk', 'usa']
>>> d.get("maggie", "nowhere")
'uk'
>>> d.get("ringo", "nowhere")
'nowhere'
>>> ussr = d.setdefault("mikhail", "ussr")
>>> print ussr
ussr

